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Vlok Help Batulayar Residents Develop a Bio Garden 

 

GIRI WIN-The social and humanitarian institution Vrienden van Lombok (Vlok) has again helped residents in 

Batulayar Village. After previously helping residents of school facilities, this time Vlok helped residents to 

develop the concept of a Bio Garden as an effort to meet their food needs. 

"We are very happy to be able to help residents. Because during the pandemic yesterday, many residents 

lost their jobs when the tourism sector was affected. They did not work, so of course it made it difficult for 

them to meet their daily food needs," said Vlok Project Manager Harry Peters, yesterday (31/8). 

Many residents of Batulayar, especially West Lombok, said Peters relied on the tourism sector to make a 

living. So that when this sector is affected, they are confused about finding work. So, he along with 

members and volunteers of Vlok initiated to help residents return to gardening and raising livestock with 

the Bio Garden concept. 

This is a plantation concept utilizing land that is it wasn't rap before using a lot of fertilizer 

organic. So that the quality of the plants can be better and do not use a lot of chemicals. This Bio Garden 

concept has been applied by Vlok in Teloke Hamlet Batulavar Peters invites the residents there to plant a 

number of food crops such as vegetables, red ginger, turmeric, eggplant, chili, bitter melon and some food 

crops other. "We are thinking how to help the citizens when they are losing their jobs in the sector tourist. 

Involving the community and local youth, this Bio Garden has been running for the last few months and the 

results have been enjoyed by the community. In addition to developing plantations, Vlok also combines 

them with livestock. Starting with raising 100 free-range chickens which can later be traded. 

So residents now have jobs. We hope that this can be done by others so that they can survive, not only 

relying on the tourism sector," he explained. Vlok is a social organization engaged in the humanitarian field 

from the Netherlands. 



Peters is interested in helping some residents existing in Indonesia. Starting from Sumatra, Surabaya, 

arrived in Lombok. "I happened to have come on vacation get over here. Then I am happy with the people 

here. 

here and they need a lot of help. Starting from the electricity network, clean water network to educational 

facilities. And now they need jobs when the tourism sector is hit," he explained. 

Rosid / Mr. Big, one of the local residents who is also Treasurer 

Vlok in Lombok admitted that what he did was hoped to inspire other residents. So that they can return to 

gardening or farming, which was previously their main job before the tourism sector started. 

"The concept of this Bio Garden is sustainable agriculture. Because we choose plants that when harvested 

can be planted again and some are sold. So, it can save planting costs but still have economic value," he 

said.  


